
Playing with Fire: The pratityasamutpada 
from the Perspective of Vedic Thought 

The present paper is an attempt to look at the law of dependent 

origination (pratityasamutpdda) from the perspective of earlier Vedic 

thought, rather than that of the Buddhist texts and tradition. This 

perspective reveals several striking similarities between the Buddha’s 

chain and the Vedic ideas of creation. 

These similarities are reflected in the general structure of both 

processes and, in many instances, in particular notions denoting their 

stages. I am, nevertheless, well aware that in their specific contexts the 

Vedic creation and the Buddha’s pratityasamutpdda displayed a whole 

gamut of distinct meanings. I am also aware of the fundamental differ- 

ence between these two processes: the former (the process of the 

creation of the world) is regarded as desirable; the latter, which leads to 

suffering, is not. 

In my analysis I shall work with the classical formulation of the 

pratityasamutpdda, consisting of twelve links. I am aware of the exis-— 

tence of different formulations in the Pali Canon,! but taking all of them 

into consideration goes beyond the scope of this paper and needs a 

closer collaboration between Vedic and Buddhist scholars. 

I am going to show the most important Vedic equivalents of each 

link and the main lines along which the Buddha’s reasoning may have 

gone. Since I am not a Buddhologist, I do not attempt to analyze here all 

the meanings which have been ascribed to these links in Buddhism; I 

restrict myself to their principal and most general meanings. 

I would also like to stress that I am aware that the interpretation of 

the pratityasamutpdda as a polemic against the Vedic cosmogony 

tackles only one aspect of this huge problem; as the Buddha said to 

Ananda: “This conditioned origination is profound and it appears pro- 

lSee Mejor 1994, pp. 136-49. 
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found’ (gambhiro cayam Gnanda paticcasamuppddo gambhiravabhaso 

ca). The investigation of all the other questions connected with the 

understanding of the Buddha’s chain remains within the scope of 

Buddhology. 

Generalities 

On the most general level, the Vedic cosmogony and the pratitya- 

samutpada describe the creation of the conditions for subject-object 

cognition, the process of this cognition, and its nature, which, in both 

descriptions, is represented by the image of fire. 

Inspired by Prof. Richard Gombrich’s investigation,* I am inclined 

to believe that this similarity is neither accidental, nor caused by the 

Buddha’s inability to free himself from the mental paradigms of his 

culture. I would rather argue that he formulated the pratityasamutpada 

as a polemic against Vedic thought.> Through the identification of the 

creative process with the process that leads only to suffering, he rejected 

the Brahmanic way of thinking in a truly spectacular way. 

In Vedic cosmogony, the cognitive process is undertaken by the 

self-cognizing Absolute. The reflexive character of this process is 

expressed by the word dtman, which denotes both the Absolute itself, 

the conveyor of the cosmogonic process, and the forms assumed by the 

Absolute in this process: the world, the human being, the inner Self, 

and finally the fire altar, which expresses those manifestations on the 

ritual level. The negation of the Gtman’s existence postulated in the 

Buddha’s doctrine of anattd leads to the conclusion that the whole 

Vedic cosmogony is based on a false assumption and its acceptance 

inevitably leads only to suffering. 

2D II 55, Gombrich’s translation (in Gombrich 1996, p. 46). 

3See Reat 1990, p. 328. 

4Gombrich 1996; Gombrich 1992, pp. 159-78. 

This may have been done not by the Buddha personally, but by the authors 

who composed the Pali Canon. In such a case, they would be the ones who 

disputed with the Veda. Who disputed is less important here than the fact that 

there was such a dispute. 
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The character of the similarities between the Vedic creation and the 

pratityasamutpada enables us to propose a tentative reconstruction of 

the line of the Buddha’s argument, which consisted in the redefinition 

of Brahmanic notions and ideas.© Although the Buddha rejected the 

existence of the dtman, he did not reject the Gtman’s transformations, 

but in formulating his pratityasamutpdda he restricted their meaning so 

as to make them denote the process of human entanglement in empirical 

existence. This process is deprived of any absolute grounds that could 

serve as its justification, so the best thing that can be done is to stop it as 

soon as possible. 

A general example could be provided by the famous declaration of 

the Buddha that in this “fathom-long body” (vyamamatte kalevare) is 

the world, its origin, its cessation, and the path which leads to its 

cessation.’ The Sanskrit term vydmamdtra appears in SB 1.2.5.14 

denoting the measure of the altar. It has the shape of a man and is not 

only the counterpart of the sacrificer but also the manifested counterpart 

of the Creator (Prajapati), and his body is understood as being identical 

with the cosmos within which all the cosmogonic changes take place. If , 

we deny the existence of the Creator, these changes can occur only in a 

human being. 

The Vedic cosmogonic descriptions begin already in the Rigveda, 

which constitutes the basis for later Brahmanic philosophy. Both the 

fundamental model of creation and the characteristic way of describing 

it were formulated here. Creation is described in metaphors which have 

many semantic layers and allow for simultaneous expression of all 

aspects of the creative process understood as the cognitive 

©See Gombrich 1996, pp. 31/f., 42; Gombrich 1992, pp. 162ff. 

7S 1 62: api khvaham Gvuso imasmififieva vyamamatte kalevare safiimhi 

samanake lokam ca paffndpemi lokasamudayam ca lokanirodham ca 

lokanirodhagdminim ca patipadan-ti. 
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transformations of Agni, fire.8 The famous Nasadiya (RV 10.129) 

assembles the Rgvedic cosmogonic ideas into a general model and 

introduces a new kind of description which uses not only metaphors but 

also abstract terminology.? 

The model of creation proposed by the Nasadiya constitutes an 

important starting point for later philosophic speculations. The essen- 

tials of the process change neither in SB nor in the oldest Upanisads. 

The differences lie mainly its description. In early SB, the cognitive 

character of the cosmogony is expressed in metaphors, the metaphor of 

eating food and of the sexual act;!° in later SB and the early Upanisads, 

descriptions using abstract terminology appear more and more 

frequently, although metaphors are also in use. 

It goes beyond the scope of this paper to analyze all the reasons for 

this continuity in cosmogonic conceptions, but two of them seem to be 

evident. The first is the Vedic assumption about the basic character of 

the Rgveda: later literature constitutes its commentary, which has to 

explain the details of Rgvedic thought rather than to formulate new 

metaphysical postulates. The second 1s the possible repetition, under the 

guidance of a spiritual teacher, of the mystic experience of Rgvedic 

poets (kavi fst), during which the riddle of the world’s creation and 

existence was solved. 

It is possible to find the references to various Vedic texts (RV, SB, 

BU, AU, TU and CU) in the pratityasamutpdada. It seems that the 

Buddha chose those cosmogonic descriptions which met two condi- 

tions: first, they explicitly express the cosmogony as transformations of 

the Gtman; second, they preserve their cognitive meaning, even if they 

are taken out of the Vedic context.!! 

8This is the main thesis of my book “Kosmogonia Rygwedy : Mysl i metafora” 

(“The Cosmogony of the Rgveda: Thought and Metaphor”) forthcoming this 

year (2000). 

*See Jurewicz 1995a, pp. I41—-51, Jurewicz 1995b, pp. 109-28. 

l0See Jurewicz 1997, pp. 31-46. 

1'See below on, vijfidna, ndmardpa. the limitation of the number of the 
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At the same time, it seems that the Buddha (perhaps for polemical 

purposes) aimed greatly to simplify the Vedic ideas ; the most important 

result of this is that he let go the cyclical character of the process: the 

pratityasamutpdda is a simple, linear process.!* And finally, in formu- 

lating the notions which denote the successive links of the chain, he 

used abstract terminology instead of metaphors (which he made much 

use of in his own explanations). !3 

We could say then, a bit paradoxically, that in this chain the 

Buddha extracted the essence of Vedic cosmogony and expressed it in 

explicit language. 

1. avidya 

The actual term avidyd does not appear in Vedic cosmogony. But 

the ability to cognize appears in it. Firstly, the pre-creative state of 

reality is identified with the state of being unknowable: the Rgvedic 

Nasadiya describes it as the state in which neither sdf nor dsat exists. 

These notions have both ontological and epistemological meaning, so 

their negation means not only that neither being nor non-being exists in 

the pre-creative state but also that it is impossible to assert whether — 

anything exists or does not exist. It is a state of total inexpressibility. 

Using the Buddha’s term, one could call it pre-creative avidyd. 

Continuing the description of the creation, the Nasadiya describes 

the manifestation of the creative power of the Absolute, called tad 

ékam, and then describes the appearance of darkness hidden by itself 

(tama dsit tamasa gitlhdm). In the Rgveda, darkness symbolizes the 

states which are characteristic for night, when no activity physical or 

mental takes place; cognition begins with the vdrenyam bhargas of 

Savitf arousing thoughts (RV 3.62.10). The image of darkness which 

appears after the image of the creative manifestation should be 

avatanas. 

|2The only exception is the possible repetition of avidyd in irsnd., 

l3See first of all the concepts trsnd and updddna instead of the image of Agni 

the fire. 
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interpreted as expressing the impossibility of cognition. 

This inability to cognize is different from the pre-creative one. It is 

the state in which not every kind of cognition is impossible but only the 

subject-object one. The two spheres, the hiding and the hidden, mark 

the future subject-object division. But at this stage of creation both 

spheres are dark, so still identical, and cognition cannot be performed. 

Using the Buddha’s term, one could call it creative avidyd. 

The later cosmogonic texts usually do not describe the pre-creative 

state of unknowableness,!* but very often depict the second, creative 

inability to cognize, understanding it as the impossibility of subject- 

object cognition exactly as inferred from the Nasadiya description. The 

most explicit text is BU 1.4.: here the Creator (@tman) in the form of 

man (purusavidha) realizes his own singularity: he looks around and he 

does not see anything else but himself, which indicates not only that 

there existed nothing aside from himself, but also that he was not able to 

cognize anything other than himself.!° 

The idea of the inability to cognize, the result of the absence of 

anything other than the Creator, is also expressed in the suggestive 

metaphors of Agni the fire, who because of hunger attacks his Creator 

(SB 2.2.4.1-4), and of Death, identified with hunger, who looks for 

food (BU 1.2.1). 

l4tts description appears in the descriptions of liberation, see for example BU 

4.3.23-32. 

ISBU 1.4.1: Gtmaivedam agra Gsit purusavidhah | so ‘nuvikya ndnyad Gtmano 

‘pasyatl; see also AU 1.1: dtma va idam eka evdgra Gsin ndnyat kimcana 

misatl. It seems justified to associate the idea of winking expressed by the root 

Vmis with the idea of being alive and awake, which in its turn is associated 

with the possibility of cognition. It also seems probable that the idea of being 

a not-cognizing Gtman may constitute one of the meanings of avidyd, which is 

the source of all the successive events inevitably leading to entanglement in 

the empiric world. This inevitability is also present in the Vedic cosmogony : 

once Gtman manifested his inability to cognize, the rest of the creative process 

became a constant attempt to fill the epistemic and ontological gap which 

appeared in the perfect and full Absolute. 
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2. samskara 

When the Creator asserts the absence of anything other than himself 

and his inability to cognize, the wish or desire for the presence of “a 

second” appears in him. In BU 1.2.1 this wish is expressed in the 

formula dtmanvi syam, because “the second” is identical with the 

Creator; in other words, “the second” is his own aGtman. '® 

This cosmogonic Creator’s wish to create the dtman is sometimes 

expressed in SB by the subjunctive form of the verb sam Vkr (with or 

without abhi). Here, Prajapati wants to build himself (@tmanam) in the 

form of a fire altar, which is his body and the cosmos at the same time. 

He exudes from himself his eating (subjective) and eaten (objective) 

parts. Then, he devours food with his eating part. Thus, Prajapati builds 

himself up (a@tmdnam abhisamskaroti), which is a natural consequence 

of eating.!7 
For instance, in SB 6.2.1 Prajapati, wishing to find his son Agni 

hidden in the five sacrificial animals, says: “They are Agni. I want to 

make them myself” (SB 6.2.1.5: ime va agnir imadn evatmanam abhi- 

samskaravai).'® He kills the animals, cuts off their heads, puts them on 

(upa Vdha), and throws the torsos into the water. Then he looks for the 

torsos, calling them himself (atman, SB 6.2.1.8: yam imam Gtmanam 

apsu prdpiplavam tam anvicchani). He takes water and earth which was 

in the contact with the torsos of the animals and builds the bricks. Then 

he thinks: “If I create my true self in this way, I will become a mortal 

carcass, with the evil unremoved” (SB 6.2.1.9: yadi va idam ittham eva 

sadatmanam abhisamskarisye martyah kunapo’napahatapapma 

l6What follows is the description of the creation and formation of the atman, 

which is, first of all, the cosmos (BU 1.2, BU 1.4, AU), but also the human 

being, and also the innermost self of the cosmos and the human being (AU). 

The fact that the presence of “the second” is the necessary condition for 

subject-object cognition is often stated in BU in its descriptions of liberation, 

€.2. 4.2.14, 4.3.23-32. 

17See §B 7.1.2, 10.4.2 and 6.2.1 analysed below. 

I8Eggeling’s translation (in Eggeling 1989, Vol. 3, p. 162). 
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bhavisyami). He bakes the bricks in the fire and out of the torsos of the 

animals he builds the altar; the heads he puts under the altar. Thus he 

reunites the heads of the animals with the torsos in the fire altar which is 

himself, his own Gtman, and becomes the fire (SB 6.2.1.12: tato vai 

prajapatir agnir abhavat). 

The creation of the second self described in the myth is the creation 

of the self in the process of eating. Agni’s disappearance from 

Prajapati’s range of view corresponds to the images of the internal void 

felt by Prajapati, attested in many places in SB, which should be 

identified with hunger.!? Prajapati’s desire to find Agni is in fact the 

desire to eat him. SB 6.2.1.15 identifies five animal forms of Agni with 

food (anna).*° The animals are prepared before eating: they are killed 

and their heads are separated from their torsos. The image of putting on 

(upa Vdha) the heads refers to the act of eating them, through which 

Prajapati puts the heads inside himself. It is not necessary to cook them 

because they are of fiery nature: they have mouths identified in the 

Veda with fire.2! The eating of the fiery heads allows Prajapati himself 

to obtain the mouth enabling him to eat food. We may conclude that the 

image of the cooking of the torsos in the fire symbolizes not only the act 

of cooking food before it is eaten — lest it be eaten raw, which may 

cause death — but also the very act of eating food and digesting it in the 

internal fire of the Creator. Thus, Prajapati, having eaten the fiery 

animals, becomes the fire; he confirms his identity with the fire and at 

the same time he regains himself in his atman. 

It is important to see the similarity between SB’s description and 

the Upanisadic descriptions presented above: the image of Agni’s 

disappearance, and so of his absence, corresponds to the image in which 

the Gtman realizes his singularity, so the absence of any object and the 

LOE g. 3.9.1.1, 10.4.2.2 where Prajapati feels empty (riricdna tva mene), 7.1.2.1 

where the food is flowing out from Prajapati when he is relaxed. 

20In Tandyamahabrahmana 21.2.1 (in Lévi 1898, p. 25) the creatures run away 

from Prajapati fearing that he will eat them. 
-!See for example SB 7.1.2.4. 
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impossibility of its cognition. So it appears that the beginnings of the 

cosmogony in the Veda could be described in the terms of the pratitya- 

samutpdda: samskara arises from avidya.** 

3. vijnana 

The term vijidna appears in TU 2 in a significant context. TU 2 

describes five Gtmans called “buckets” (kosa): one made of food and 

liquid (annarasamaya), one made of breath (pradnamaya), one made of 

the mind (manomaya), one made of consciousness (vijidnamaya), and 

one made of bliss (@nandamaya). What the TU 1s here presenting is the 

liberating process during which a human being cognizes and realizes 

ever deeper layers of himself: all the @tmans have the form of man 

(purusavidha) — they have the head, the sides/wings, the feet/tail, and 

the torso. This means that these a@tmans are also the fire altar and the 

cosmos, exactly like Prajapati’s dtman in SB.23 They also have the same 

form of man as the Gtman (Creator) from BU 1.4. 

If we reverse the process described in TU (which is justified on 

Vedic grounds),2* we get the image of the creation of the successive 

221t is worth noticing that in the very image of hunger the ideas of avidyd and of 

samskara are present: hunger is both the lack of food and the desire to have 

it. 

23This identification directs us to the five layers of the fire altar and to the 

sacrificer’s journey along these layers up to heaven, which is performed 

during the sacrifice. The above description of TU would probably be the first 

description of liberating activity understood as the act of climbing up, not 

only within the cosmos, but also within one’s own body up to the head (which 

is identified with heaven), since the successively realized koSas are inside the 

human being. 

24 Also the description of the four stages of dtman (see CU 8.7-12) has this 

twofold meaning of the liberating and the creative process. In later thought 

(smrti), the pralaya’s order clearly reverses the order of creation. It is also 

worth noting that there is a great similarity between the order in which the 

five Gtmans are realized and the stages of yoga in its later formulation: dsana 

means bodily practice (corresponding to the @tman annarasamaya), 

pranayama is breath practice (@tman prdnadmaya), nirodha is the cessation of 

mental perception (@tman manomaya) and of the buddhi’s activity (G@tman 
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dtmans, that is, of the successive forms of oneself having head, 

sides/wings, feet/tail, and torso.2° Now the atman dGnandamaya 

symbolizes the pre-creative state,*© the @tman vijfianamaya symbolizes 

vijianamaya) which culminates in the realization of the highest reality (aman 

aGnandamaya). The roots of classical yogic ideas seem to be here. 

25See SB 10.4.2.26, where Prajapati, having created three worlds identified 

with the womb and with the ukhd, pours himself into them — made of metres, 

of hymns, of breaths, and of gods — identified with semen (sa esu trisu 

lokesiikhayam | yonau reto bhitam atmanam asificac chandomayam stoma- 

mayam pradnamayam devatamayam). The three worlds which are the womb 

and the ukhd, should be identified with the eater (the ukhd as the belly, that is, 

something which eats, appears in SB 7.5.1.38; in BU 1.4.6 the womb and the 

mouth and the internal part of hands are identified as those parts of atman 

which are hairless). The Prajapati’s @tman —~ made of metres, made of 

hymns, made of breaths, made of gods — is the eaten food. And this very act 

results in creating the new dtman of Prajapati, which is expressed in forms of 

the root sam Vkr: “In the course of a half-moon the first body (@tman) was 

made up, in a further [half-moon] the next [body — Gtman], in a further one 

the next — in a year he is made up whole and complete” (translation in 

Eggeling 1989, Vol. IV, p. 354, tasyardhamdase prathama Gtma samaskriyata 

daviyasi paro daviyasi parah samvatsara eva sarvah krtsnah samaskriyata \). 

The process of creating a new Gtman for Prajapati is identified with the 

building of the fire altar (SB 10.4.2.27); we may presume that his three 

dtmans enumerated above are the three citis of the altar corresponding to the 

earth, the antariksa, and the sky. One should remember, however, that in the 

fire altar we have five citis (there are two more: one between the citi 

corresponding to the earth and that to the antariksa and one between the citi 

corresponding to the antariksa and that to the sky). 

26This seems to contradict the claim made above that the pre-creative state is 

the state of unknowableness. There are, however, many descriptions in the 

Upanisads which identify this state with the state in which cognition 1s 

impossible (e.g. BU 4.3.23-32, 4.2.14). As explained there, the impossibility 

of cognition results from the Absolute’s singularity. The idea of this 

singularity is also present in the notion of dnanda, which is also used to 

denote the bliss gained in the sexual act, during which the unity of the subject 

and the object is realized (as far as is possible), and this unity may be inter- 

preted in Vedic thought as the state of singularity of the subject: according to 

BU 1.4.3, when the Gtman wants to create his “second self” he splits himself 

into husband and wife and this division is the very creation of “the second”. 
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the Creator’s first manifestation, that of his consciousness ;77 the dtman 

manomaya is the appearance of thought and of desire for a second self; 

the appearance of the @tman prdnamaya and annarasamaya is the 

creation of the second self which is alive and has a body thanks to 

eating and drinking. 

The above description of the cosmogony generally agrees with the 

cosmogonic descriptions of SB, in which Prajapati, having manifested 

himself (a@tman vijidnamaya), wants to create his second self (atman 

manomaya), and then transforms himself into the eater and the food. 

Vedic thought identifies the prdna with fire,7® which is the eater, while 

anna and rasa obviously play the role of food. 

BU 4.4.5 supports the cosmogonic interpretation of the reversed 

process described in TU 2. This lesson gives important evidence for the 

understanding of vijfidna in Buddhism as the transmigrating element, 

the analysis of which goes beyond the scope of this article. The term 

vijidnamaya appears here after the description of the dead and (at the 

same time) liberated Gtman and is used exactly in the same order as in 

TU: the dtman brahman is made of consciousness, made of mind, made 

of breath, made of eye, made of ear, made of earth, made of water, 

made of space.2? Finally, it appears that the Gtman is made of the whole 

cosmos, so we should presume that BU 4.4.5 describes the return of the 

Gtman to the world after his death/liberation and his repeated 

cosmogenesis, in which the Gtman brahman mentioned in the beginning 

corresponds with the G@tman dnandamaya in TU. 

-7Vijfana is the highest cognitive power in the human being, e.g. BU 2.4.5: 

dtmd va are drastavyah Srotavyo mantavyo nididhyadsitavyo maitreyt | dtmano 

va are darSanena Sravanena matya vijndnenedam sarvam viditaml. 

28See note 57. 

29saq ya avam atma brahma vijfidnamayo manomayah pradnamayas 

caksurmayah srotramayah prthivimayva Gpomayo vayumaya akdsamayas 

tejomayo'tejomayah kamamayo'kamamayah krodhamayo’krodhamayo 

dharmamayo'dharmamavah sarvamayah | tad vad etad idammayo’domaya 

itil. 

30See also BU 4.4.22: Gtman vijfidnamaya in the space of the heart, being 
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Assuming that the vijfidna link corresponds to this stage of the 

Vedic cosmogony in which the Creator manifests his consciousness, it 

is important to notice that in the Brahmanic ideas of creation the 

manifestation of the consciousness is cyclically repeated. The creation 

of the world is the process of the dtman’s realization of his inability to 

cognize, of his wish to cognize himself, and of his cognitive power. 

This power once again displays its inability to cognize, its wish to 

cognize, and its cognitive act, and so forth. In other words, the process 

is the constant manifestation of the @tman as the object of cognition, as 

the will to cognize the object, and as the subject performing the 

cognition. 

We may then assume that the avidya link refers to all the states of 

ignorance (objective states) which manifest themselves in the 

cosmogony. So the samskdra link refers to all the acts of the creative 

will to dispel ignorance, and the vijndna link refers to all the subjective 

manifestations which realize this will. This means that the sequence 

avidya — samskadra — vijndna can be used to express the whole Vedic 

creation.>! 

sarvasya vast sarvasyesanah sarvasyadhipatih; a very similar (but later) 

description to the susupti state in MaU (5-6): yatra supto ... na kaficana 

svapnam pasyati ... esa sarvesvarah | esa sarvajiiah | eso’ntaryami |, which 

makes a synthesis of TU’s (sarvajfia) and CU’s (svapnam na pasSyati) descrip- 

tions of the third stage of the Gtman. In BU 3.9.28.7 brahman is both vijfidna, 

and dnanda. 

It should be added that the cosmogonic scheme which agrees with the 

reversed process of TU is continued by the later descriptions (later Upanisads, 

smrti and classical samkhya), where the first manifestation of the Absolute 

(smrti) and of the prakrti (samkhya) is the buddhi, identified with the vijndna 

in KU 1.3,9. There are other similarities between the buddhi and the vijndna: 

the most important function of the buddhi are discernment and decision 

making (adhyavasdya); the idea of discernment is also present in the root vi 

Vjfid. Buddhi (as the vijfiana) is also the highest human cognitive power. 

31S ee ndmariipa, saddyatana, trsnd. The mechanism is the same, although the 

Buddha in his description used different terms. If avidyd referred to the pre- 

creative state, it could have an ontological meaning (like the terms asat or 

anrta), 1. €. asserting the non-existence of any pre-creative reality. 
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The miserable situation of the Gtman can be seen very clearly now: 

it not only does not exist, but, what 1s more, it cyclically repeats its false 

cognition and postulates its own existence. Put in the terms of the first 

three links of the pratityasamutpdda, the Vedic cosmogony reveals its 

absurdity. 

4. namariipa>* 

In Vedic cosmogony, the act of giving a name and a form marks the 

final formation of the Creator’s Gtman. The idea probably goes back to 

the jatakarman ceremony, in the course of which the father accepted his 

son and gave him a name. By accepting the son, he confirmed his own 

identity with him, by giving him a name he took him out of the 

unnamed, unshaped chaos and finally created him.>3 The same process 

can be observed in creation: according to the famous passage from BU 

1.4.7, the dtman, having given name and form to the created world, 

enters it “up to the nail tips”.74 Thus, being the subject (or we could say, 

being the vijndna), he recognizes his own identity with the object and 

finally shapes it. At the same time and by this very act he continues the 

process of his own creation as the subject: within the cosmos, he equips 

himself with the cognitive instruments facilitating his further 

cognition.*° As the father lives in his son, so the @tman undertakes 

32The Vedic sources of this link are known to Buddhologists, see Frauwallner 

1990, Vol. I, pp. 216ff. 

33In SB 6.1.3 Prajapati gives names to Agni in order to make him apahata- 

papman, “without evil”; pdpman is identified with death (mrtyu, see for 

example SB 10.4.4.1, 11.1.6.8), and death symbolizes the pre-creative state. 

34This means that the dfman and the cosmos have the same purusavidha shape 

(taddhedam tarhy avyakrtam asit \ tan namariipdbhyam eva vyakriyata ... sa 

esa tha pravista @ nakhdgrebhyah |). The idea of the na@mariipa appears also 

in SB 6.1.3, SB 11.2.3, CU 6.1-4. The Creator enters the world after its 

division into name and form also in SB 6.1.3. In SB I1.2.3.1-6 and in CU 

6.3.2-4 the entrance of the Creator into the world takes place at the very 

moment of its division into name and form. 

35 According to the BU 1.4.7, the dtman takes up cognitive activity within the 

created cosmos, giving names to his cognitive powers: prdnann eva prano 
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cognition in his named and formed self.*® 
But self-expression through name and form does not merely enable 

the Creator to continue self-cognition. At the same time, he hides him- 

self and — as if divided into the different names and forms — loses the 

ability to be seen as a whole.>’ Thus the act of giving name and form 

also makes cognition impossible, or at least difficult. 

I think that this very fact could have been an important reason for 

the Buddha’s choosing the term ndmaripa to denote an organism in 

nama bhavati vadan vak pasyam§ caksuh Srnvan Srotram manvadno manah | 

tdny asyaitdni karmanadmany eva \. In SB’s metaphor of eating, the giving of 

name and form is the creation of food and its devouring, which results in 

creating the eater. 

36This whole idea can also be expressed in SB’s metaphor of eating: the eater, 

having created his own body, enters it. On the one hand, it means that the 

eater eats the created body and thus makes it his own (confirms his own 

identity with it). On the other hand he lives in the new body acquired thanks 

to the act of eating it, see SB 6.2.1, quoted above. 

37This idea is present for example in SB 6.1.3, where the act of giving names to 

Agni and his assuming forms adequate to the names results in its being 

impossible to recognize Agni as a whole: only his different forms are visible 

(SB 6.1.3.19: so’yam kumaro riipdny anupravisan na va agnim kumaram iva 

pasyanty etdny evdsya riipadni pasyanty etani hi riipadny anupravisat |). 

Similarly, in BU 1.4.7 the division of the @tman into name and form causes it 

to become imperceptible as a whole: yathd ksurah ksuradhane ‘vahitah syad 

visvambharo va visvambharakulaye | tam na paSyanti | akrtsno’hi sah | ... sa 

yo ‘ta ekaikam updste na sa veda | akrtsno hy eso ‘ta ekaikena bhavati 

atmety evopasita | atra hy ete sarva ekam bhavantil. It should be noted that in 

BU 1.4 the description of the creative division into name and form appears 

after the description of Gtman’s division into male and female parts, so the 

order is different from that in the Buddha’s chain, where ndmariipa appears 

before saddyatana. Likewise, SB’s description of Agni, divided into name 

and form, appears before the whole story of creation which was interpreted as 

a description of the beginnings of creation. | would explain this as the 

Buddha's attempt to gather different Vedic descriptions in one general, simple 

scheme in which the cognitive character of the concepts is the most important. 

The main line of both schemes is the same: the creation of the subject is 

followed by the creation of the object no matter what it is called (the @tman 

who is as great as a man and a woman embracing each other or the a@tman 

who is divided into names and forms). 
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which vijfidna settles. If we reject the dtman, who, giving himself name 

and form, performs the cognitive process, the division of consciousness 

into name and form has only the negative value of an act which hinders 

cognition. As such, it fits very well into the pratityasamutpdda 

understood as the chain of events which drive a human being into 

deeper and deeper ignorance about himself.38 

5. sadayatana, 6. sparsa, 7. vedana 

The cognitive character of the next three links of the pratitya- 

samutpdda (saddyatana, sparSa, vedanda) is obvious,>? but it is worth 

noticing that they also concur with the stages of the Vedic cosmogony. 

The appearance of the subjective and objective powers during 

creation takes place in the act of the @tman’s division into name and 

form. It is also metaphorically described by BU 1.4.3: the Gtman, led by 

the desire for its second self, becomes as great as a man and a woman 

embracing each other. Then it divides itself into husband (subject) and 

wife (object), who join together in the sexual act, which symbolizes the 

cognitive union of subject and object.49 

From this perspective, it is also important that the term d@yatana 

appears in the cosmogonic descriptions of AU. This Upanisad begins 

with a description of the atman’s lonely existence before creation. It 

realizes its cosmogonic will and creates the worlds and their eight 

guardians (/okapdla), also called deities (devatad). These guardians are 

born in the process of heating the cosmic man, who is split into 

38The image of the Creator’s manifestation in name and form is one of the most 

explicit Vedic images expressing the cognitive character of creation. This 

could also be an important reason for the Buddha’s choosing the term 
ndmariipa. 

39 See Oldenberg 1994, pp. 222/f,, Frauwallner 1990, Vol. 1, pp. 218/f. 

40BU 1.4.3. Sa haitavadn asa yatha stripumamsau samparisvaktau | sa imam 

evatmadnam dvedhapatayat | tatah patis ca patni cabhavatam | ... tam 

samabhavat | tato manusyda ajavanta |. The fact that in the sexual union of the 

subject and the object the Creator unites with his female part is confirmed in 

SB 6.1.2.1: so ‘gnind prthivim mithunam samabhavat, see also SB 6.1.2.2-9. 
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cognitive instruments which are the source of their cognitive power, and 

out of which their respective guardians are finally born. Thus, each 

lokapadla becomes the highest cognitive manifestation governing the 

respective cognitive power and instrument (e.g. the sun governs the 

eyesight and the eye).*! But in order to exist they need an object: they 

are in danger of dying and they ask the atman: “Find us a dwelling in 

which we can establish ourselves and eat food’** (AU 1.2.1: dyatanam 

nah prajanihi yasmin pratisthita annam addma). The atman brings 

them a cow and a horse, but they are rejected by the guardians, who 

finally accept a man. So dtman tells them: “Enter, each into your 

respective abode”43 (AU 1.2.3: yathdyatanam pravifata). And the 

guardians enter the man in the inverse order of the creative process.*# 

Thus dyatana in AU is the abode of the highest subjective powers 

dwelling in the cosmos and in a human being (purusa), governing the 

cognitive powers and instruments. At the same time, each dyatana 

becomes the object of cognition of these cognitive powers and 

instruments (e.g. the eye cognizes the sun through eyesight). So their 

appearance in AU has the same meaning as the appearance of the six 

41 mukha — vac — agni, ndsike — prana — vayu, aksini — caksus — Gditya, 

karnau — Srotra — dias, tv@c — lomani — osadhi-vanaspatayah, hrdaya — 

manas — candramas, nabhi — apana — mrtyu, Sisna — retas — apas. Note 

the similarity between the creative process and other Vedic cosmogonic 

descriptions analysed here, and at the same time the similarity with the links 

of the pratityasamutpdda. The dtman, having realized its cognitive incapacity” 

Gin SB’s expressions the lack of food and its own hunger, the avidyd link) 

creates its cosmic manifestation in the form of man (@tmanam purusavidham), 

in which it settles the highest subjective power (the vijfidna link preceded by 

the will to create — samskdra). 

42Olivelle’s translation (in Olivelle 1998, p. 317). 

43Olivelle’s translation (in Olivelle 1998, p. 317). 

44 eni — vac — mukha, vavu — prana — nasike, dditva — caksus — aksini, 

digas — Srotra — karnau, osadhi-vanaspatayah — lomani — tvac, candramas 

— manas — hrdaya, mrtvu — apadna — nabhi, dpas — retas —Sisna. This is 

the final formation of the dtman’s self, corresponding to the final creation of 

the fire altar and cosmos in SB and BU and the ndmariipa link in the 

pratitvasamutpdda. AU sees it also as the creation of the human being. 
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abodes in the pratityasamutpdda: the manifestation of the subjective 

powers and their objects. 

As far as vedanad is concerned, the convergence of Vedic 

cosmogony and the Buddha’s chain is not so clear, although one may 

indicate possible paths of exploration. The meaning of vedand as the 

emotional reaction to contact directs us to BU 1.4.2-3, where the lack of 

“the second” means the lack of possibility of experiencing negative 

(fear) or positive Goy) feelings towards an object. The creation of “the 

second” will create the possibility of experiencing these feelings. 

It is also worth noticing that the root Vvid appears in the 

cosmogonic context at CU 8.12.4-5. This Upanisad describes the 

liberation of the Gtman through the process of realization of the four 

states and then the cognitive return of the liberated atman into the 

world, which means his repeated creation. Here the root Vvid denotes 

the dtman’s consciousness of the will to perform subject-object 

cognition.46 

43See Schayer 1988, p. 114. The difference lies in the number of the abodes, of 

which AU enumerates eight. Five abodes in AU (mukha, ndsike, aksin, 

Karnau, tvdc) agree with the abodes enumerated by the Buddha, the sixth is 

the heart (Ardaya), which in the Buddha’s chain is replaced by the mind 

(manas, connected with the heart also in AU). The last two (nabhi, sisna) 

have cognitive meaning only in the Vedic context, so it is not surprising that 

they do not appear in the pratitvasamutpdda. 

atha yatraitad akasam anuvisannam caksuh sa cadksusah puruso darSandya 

caksuh | atha yo vededam jighraniti sa Gtma gandhdya ghranam | atha yo 

vededam abhivyaharaniti sa Gtmabhivyaharaya vadk | atha yo vededam 

Srnavaniti sa Gtma Sravanadva Srotram | (4) atha yo vededam manvaniti sa 

atma | mano'sya daivam caksuh |. The image of sight dispersed in space refers 

to the Rgvedic images of the cosmogonic sunrise which creates the possibility 

of seeing and cognizing : dkasa is the space which is brightened by the rising 

sun ; caksusah purusah is atman — the Creator of the world identified with 

the sun, who manifests himself in the form of a golden man standing in the 

space between the earth and the sky, marking the path of the rising sun and 

constituting the cosmic pillar (skambha). It is he who is aware of his will to 
perform subject-object cognition. 

One possible Vedic source of vedand as the effect of sparsa on the philo- 

logical level seems to be BU 3.2.9. where the causative of Vvid is used to 
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If we posit that the Buddha referred to this image in formulating the 

vedand link, it is important to notice the difference between the descrip- 

tion of CU and the pratitityasamutpdda: in CU the consciousness of the 

subject-object cognition precedes the act, whereas in the Buddha's 

chain, it comes after the act. On the other hand, we might argue that the 

next link in the pratityasamutpdda is trsnd, which is the craving for 

continued subject-object acts, so it is possible to claim that here too 

vedand precedes the successive subject-object acts. 

8. trsnd, 9. upaddana 

The process of Vedic cosmogony can be further expressed in the 

next two links of the pratityasamutpdada, trsnd and upddana. 

After the final creation of the cosmos, human beings become the 

next manifestation of the Creator’s subjective power. This is clearly 

seen in the Rgvedic Nasadiya, according to which the Creator (tad 

ékam) manifests itself as the cosmos (abhi) and then divides into the 

subjective part, constituted by the poets (kavdyas), and the objective 

part, constituted by the world cognized by the poets. Next, Nasadiya 

describes the poets’ union with the world as they extend the ray (rasmi). 

This image (apart from its other meanings) symbolizes the act of releas- 

ing semen and the poets’ sexual union with the world.47 This in turn 

symbolizes the poets’ cognitive act, as the very essence of their activity 

is the cognition and naming of reality. At the same time, the sexual 

character of the metaphor strengthens the similarity of the act it 

denote the act of recognizing tactile contact (tvdg vai grahah | sa 

sparsendtograhena erhitah | tvaca hi sparsan vedayate |). 

47See Jurewicz 1995a, pp 145-14; Jurewicz 1995b, pp. 120-24. BU 1.4.4, 
having presented a description of the birth of the human beings from the first 

sexual act between husband and wife, does not describe their creation but the 

creation of different masculine parts of the Gtman, which — led by sexual 

craving. we can presume — looks for the appropriate feminine parts in order 

to join with them sexually: s@ gaurabhavad vrsabha itarah | tam sam 

evabhavat | tato gadvo'jdvanta | vadavetarabhavad aSsvavrsa itarah | 

gardabhitara gardabha itarah | tam sam evabhavat \ tata ekaSapham ajayata | 

and so forth. 
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expresses to the act expressed by the links of trsnd@: craving for another 

person constitutes the basis of sexual activity.*8 

It is important to notice here that the poets’ activity realizes on the 

microcosmic scale the cosmogonic activity of the Absolute.?? This fact 

sheds an interesting light on the division of the pratityasamutpdada into 

two shorter chains, one of which begins with avidyd and the other with 

trsnd, as proposed in the commentary on the Uddnavarga.>° The Vedic 

material justifies the division of the pratityasamutpdada in this way, 

which further supports the thesis that the Buddha was referring to Vedic 

data when he formulated his chain.>! 

The references are more distinct here than may at first appear. The 

Buddha in his descriptions of trsnd very often refers to the image of 

fire.> I think that the reason why he does so is not only because the 

metaphor of fire is particularly expressive, but also because something 

more lies behind it: here he is referring to the Vedic image of creation 

as performed by human subjects. 

Now we have to go back to the Rgvedic image of the poets pervad- 

*8This reflects the cyclical character of Vedic cosmogony: the appearance of 

the poets precedes the manifestation of semen and desire in the Creator (a 

typically sexual image), and the poets repeat the Creator’s activity. 

49 This may also be expressed in the terminology of the pratityasamutpdda: the 

poets meet an unknown object (symbolized in the Rigveda mainly by a rock 

or the night), which corresponds to the image expressed in the pratitya- 

samutpdda as avidya; then they assume the subjective form (vijidna), which 

is probably preceded by the will! to get the object (samskdra; the presence of 

this will is guaranteed by the sexual metaphor used to describe the poets’ 

activity). The next stage 1s the recognition of the object and its creation 

(ndmaripa). This correspondence with the pratityasamutpdda is especially 

clear at BU 1.4.4. The idea that man repeats the Absolute’s creative activity is 

also present in the interpretation of the ritual in SB which is the step-by-step 

repetition of the cosmogony of Prajapati. 

See Mejor 1996, p. 124. 

5 IMy interpretation is different from that of Frauwallner (1990, Vol. 1, p. 220), 

who postulated that the two shorter chains came first and were then 

superficially joined together. 

52See Oldenberg 1994, pp. 223-24. 
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ing the dark object with their ray. In other hymns of the Rigveda, the 

poets (called kavi,fsi or fathers) are depicted as inflamed with internal 

heat (tdpas) and they burn the rock, which symbolizes the object that 

they recognize. They are often identified with specific families of poets, 

especially with Angirases — the sons of Agni.>- 

What is more, in the Rigveda forms of the root Vtrs, from which the 

noun trsnd is derived, denote the fire’s activity.>+ It may be assumed 

that in formulating the trsnd link, the Buddha was also referring to the 

fiery activity of the poets burning the world in the cosmogonic act of 

cognition. In his chain, their activity is deprived of its positive dimen- 

sion and is identified only with the negative aspect of fire, which in its 

insatiability digests, and thus destroys, itself and the world around it. 

One more thing is important here. The state of primal creative igno- 

rance is often expressed by the image of hunger, which in turn is identi- 

fied with Agni.>° It appears then that the beginnings of creation were 

*3See for example RV 3.31, 4.1-3, 9.97.39, 10.109.4, 10.169.2. Angirases as 

sons of Agni: RV 1.71.8. Agni himself is called Angiras (see for example RV 

1.31.1. 1.127.2, 6.11.3, 10.92.15) and kavi (e.g. RV 1.149.3, 4.15.3, §.15.1, 

6.7.1). 

>4The covetous burning identified with devouring is so characteristic a feature 

of the fire that it becomes the basis for comparisons: RV 10.113.8 raddham 

vrtrdm dhim indrasya haénmandgnir na jambhais trsv dnnam avayat \\. Agni 

as tatrsdnd RV 1.31.7, 2.4.6, 6.15.54 y6 ghrné nd tatrsané ajdrah, while he 
burns the trees and the bush RV 1.58.2,4, 7.3.4, 10.91.7. See also RV 4.7.11 ° 

trsd ydd dnnd@ trstind vavdksa trsim ditdm krnute yahvo agnth | vatasya 

melim sacate nijarvann asim nd vdjayate hinvé drvé \l, RV 1.140.3 trsucyut, 

RV 4.4.1 trsvim anu prdsitim driindno. The second meaning of the forms of 

the root Virs is the state caused by the influence of the warmth: thirst (RV 

1.85.11, 1.116.9, 1.173.11, 1.175.6, §.57-1, 7-33-5, 7-69.6, 7.89.4, 7.103.3, 

9.79.3), lack of water (RV 4.19.7), sweating (RV 1.105.7). In RV 8.79.5 form 

of the root Vrrs refers to mental desire (arthino vdnti céd drtham gdchan id 

dadiso ratim \ vavriyis trsyatah kamam |\). 

>9See above, samskara. Compare the void experienced by Prajapati expressed 

in SB by the forms of the root Vric, see also SB 2.2.4, BU 1.2. It has already 

been noted that the state of primal ignorance is also identified with death. It is 

interesting to compare this state with what Gombrich (1996, p. 78) says about 

Mara: “Buddhist Mara at the same time represents desire, and the life he is 
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also understood in the Veda as the manifestation of fire, exactly like the 

poets’ creative activity.°° From the Vedic perspective, the pratitya- 

samutpdda’s division into two shorter chains, starting from avidyd and 

trsnd, 1s fully justified. 

The identity of the poets’ activity and the beginnings of creation 

results from the basic Vedic assumption that cosmogony is the manifes- 

tation of Agni, the fire, who, out of the darkness symbolizing the pre- 

creative state of ignorance, emerges in creative enkindling and gener- 

ates the conditions of cognition: light which reveals shapes and speech 

that enables their naming and recognition.-’ When Agni the fire fully 

urging is the life in the world, performing the fire sacrifice (aggihutta)”. In 

the Veda, death appears in the beginnings of cosmogony and, identified with 

hunger and Agni, comprises desire. I would wonder, then, whether aggihutta 

should be taken in its narrow, ritual meaning; it may be better to understand it 

as referring to fire as the metaphysical principle of cosmogony and life. 

56In RV trsnd is joined with the nirrti symbolizing the pre-creative state (1.38.6 

mo su nah pdara-para nirrtir durhdnda vadhit | padistd trsnayd saha \\) or with 
the enemies of the Aryans (RV 1.130.8) symbolizing the same (because they, 

are dark (e.g. RV 1.130.8), they are asleep (RV 4.51.3), they are not able to 

cognize (e.g. RV 3.18.2), to speak in a proper way (e.g. RV 3.34.10), or to 

perform sacrifices (e.g. RV 7.6.3)). 

>? This idea goes back to RV (e.g. the idea of apdm ndpat) and is developed in 

later Vedic thought. Prajapati’s Gtman is created in the process of burning 

(Vtap) and has the form of the fire altar; the confirmation of the Creator’s 

identity with fire constitutes the last act of the cosmogony. In SB 2.2.4 

creation is the act of blowing out the fire identified with prana. In SB 10.5.3 

the transformations of the manas end with the manifestation of fire. There are 

also evident proofs that the idea of the Upanisadic Gtman goes back to the 

idea of fire, for instance the identification of Agni and Gtman with prdna and 

the wind (already in RV 1.34.7, 7.87.2) and with the sun (RV 1.115.1, 

1.163.6). In RV 1.73.2 Agni is compared to the dtman. The Upanisadic 

evidence also attests the fiery nature of the @tman, who in the creative process 

transforms through burning (BU 1.4, AU Vrap) and congealing under the 

influence of the warmth (AB Vmarch). See also BU 1.4.7, where the dtman 

divided into names and forms is compared to the fire hidden in its nest (note 

37), and also CU 3.13.7—-8, where the means of cognition of the Gtman are the 

means of cognition of the fire: rasyaisd drstih | (7) yatraitad asmif Sarire 

samsparsenosnimdnam vijanati | tasyaisa Ssrutir yatraitat karndy apigrhya 
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manifests his blazing dtman in the cosmos, creation is taken up by the 

burning poets. Through them Agni burns in the world he created. He 

burns voraciously and constantly needs fuel in order to exist. And this 

constant, voracious devouring of the fuel and its digesting are expressed 

by updddana. The meaning of this word is both “fuel” and “srasping”.>8 

The first evokes the fire metaphor with its concrete meaning of burning 

fuel and eating food ; the second is more abstract and refers to cognitive 

activity. So it encompasses the activity of Agni as described in the 

Veda. 

10. bhava, 11. jati, 12. jaramarana 

The last three links of the pratityasamutpada evidently may refer to 

the activity of fire which may come into being, be born, and die because 

it burns the fuel. This is how the Buddha interpreted it.5? 

In the Vedic formulation, it is the constant cognitive craving of the 

fiery Absolute which guarantees the coming into existence (bhava) of 

the creation. This is also expressed by the Vedic metaphors for subject- 

object contact: the metaphor of sexual union and the metaphor of eat- 

ing, actions which result in a new existence or assure the continuation of 

the existence achieved so far.© 

Some similarities between the last three links of the pratityasamut- 

pdda and the Vedic cosmogony may also be seen in AU, where the 

dtman, having created the cosmos and man (purusa), opens the top of 

the head and is born in it, in order to recognize that it is he who is man* 

ninadam iva nadathur ivagner iva jvalata upasrnoti |. 

58See Gombrich 1996, pp. 48, 67-69; also, Oldenberg 1994, pp. 223-24 

“See Oldenberg 1994, pp. 223-24. 

60 What is more, it is the very cognitive act directed to an object which assures 

the existence of the subject which ex definitione is the cognizing entity: at the 

moment when the cognition is interrupted, it ceases to be the subject. The 

fulfilment of self-cognition and the disappearance of the desire for it to 

continue means the end of the world, just as for the Buddha the disappearance 

of craving means the end of the process realized in all the links of the 

pratitvasamutpada. 
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and the cosmos (AU 1.3.12-13). Then AU describes three births of the 

adtman in human beings: inside a woman at the moment of conception, 

during the physical birth, and at death (AU 2). Thus, the Gtman exists in 

the world before its birth and its death: its bhava precedes its jati and 

jaradmarana. 

Describing the existence of the a@tman in the form of an embryo 

inside the womb, AU several times uses the causative form of the verb 

Vbhi in order to denote that his life is supported by his mother. It is not 

impossible that the term bhava in the Buddha’s chain refers to this very 

image.®! The possible references to this part of AU could be confirmed 

by another, later Buddhist interpretation of the pratityasamutpdda, 

according to which these three last links describe the existence that 

follows the existence described in links 3-9 (vijnAadna — upddana). 

In its description of the three births of the Gtman, AU stresses the 

reflexive character of this act, which is understood as the dtman’s self- 

transformations. The adtman existing in man as his semen is at the same 

time the father — the giver of semen, and the semen itself — the 

potential offspring. The @tman, fed by its pregnant mother, becomes. 

identical with her, so it is its own mother. This reflexive character is 

also present in the description of the @tman’s dying. 

According to AU, the @tman is nourished by the pregnant woman in 

her womb: “For the continuance of these worlds, for it is in this way 

that these worlds continue’’®? (esam lokdndm samtatya evam samtata 

Sl AU 2.1.2-3: sdsyaitam Gtmanam atra gatam bhavayati (2) | sa bhdvayitri 

bhadvayitavyd bhavati | tam stri garbham bibharti | so’gra eva kumdram 

jamnano’gre’dhi bhavayati | sa yat kumaram janmano’gre’dhi bhavayaty 

dtmdnam eva tad bhavayati | (3) _ 

62 nuruse ha va ayam Gdito garbho bhavati yad etad retah \ tad etat 

sarvebhyo'ngebhyas tejah sambhiitam atmany evatmanam bibharti | (2.1.1) 

tat striva @tmabhitvam gacchati yathaé svam angam tathd | tasmadd endm na 

hinasti | (2.1.2.) so ‘sv@yam atma punyebhyah karmabhyah pratidhivate| 

athasvavam itara atma krtakrtvo vavogatah praiti | sa itah pravann eva punar 

javate | tad asya trtiva janma \ (2.1.4). 

63 Translation by Olivelle (1998, p. 321). 
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hime lokah). This immediately makes one think of the idea of the 

dharmasamtdna which appears in the explanations of the pratitya- 

samutpdda.°+ The difference is crucial: in the Vedic cosmogony 

lokandm samtdna is realized thanks to the self-transformations of the 

dtman; in the pratityasamutpdda, the dtman does not exist; there are 

only changes.®> 

It is surely significant that the /ocus classicus for the exposition of 

the pratityasamutpdda is called the Mahanidanasutta. The word niddna 

appears in the cosmogonic context in RV 10.130.3: “What was the 

prototype, what was the counterpart and what was the connection 

between them?” (kdsit pramd pratima kim niddnam). In SB 11.1.6.3 

pratima is the cosmos identified with the fire altar, in SB 11.1.8.3 

pratima is sacrifice.°© The pramd is Prajapati, the Creator, the niddna, 

the link between the Creator and the creation: their identity. Thus 

pramd and pratima resolve themselves into niddna which guarantees 

and expresses their identity. 

Niddna, denoting the ontological connection between different 

levels and forms of beings, also refers to the epistemology: it also gives 

the explanation of this connection.©’ I presume that this is the first 

meaning of niddna in the title of the Buddha’s sermon. It is really “a 

great explanation”: there is no Gtman, the niddna of the cosmogony. 

The negation of the ontological niddna constitutes the Buddha’s 

mahanidana. 

I would like to propose a mental experiment here. The Buddha 

preached at least some of his sermons to educated people, well versed in 

Brahmanic thought, who were familiar with the concepts and the 

general idea of the Vedic cosmogony. To them, all the terms used in the 

pratityasamutpdda had a definite meaning and they evoked definite 

associations. Let us imagine the Buddha enumerating all the stages of 

64Mejor 1996, p. 122. 

63See Gombrich 1996, p. 62. 

66Smith 1989. pp. 73-75. 

67Smith 1989. p. 79. 
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the Vedic cosmogony only to conclude: “That’s right, this is how the 

whole process develops. However, the only problem is that no one 

undergoes a transformation here!” From the didactic point of view, it 

was a brilliant strategy. The act of cutting off the @tman — or rather, 

given his fiery nature, the act of blowing him out — deprives all the 

hitherto well-defined concepts of their meanings and challenges the 

infallibility of all their associations, exposing the meaninglessness, 

absurdity even, of all the cosmogonic developments they express. 

The similarities between the Vedic cosmogony and the pratitya- 

samutpdda which I have been trying to show are too evident to be pure 

coincidence. If we agree with the thesis that the Buddha in formulating 

the pratityasamutpdda was referring to Vedic cosmogony, his chain 

should be treated as the general model for Vedic cosmogony but 

negating its metaphysical, cognitive, and moral sense. To apply the doc- 

trine of anattad here would be to deny the Gtman as the metaphysical 

basis of all cosmogonic transformations as well as its final forms as they 

successively appear in the stages of the process. This deprives the Vedic 

cosmogony of its positive meaning as the successful activity of the 

Absolute and presents it as a chain of absurd, meaningless changes 

which could only result in the repeated death of anyone who would 

reproduce this cosmogonic process in ritual activity and everyday life. 

And since fire is the intrinsic character of the a@tman, nirvana can 

mean not only the liberating recognition of the @tman’s absence, but 

also the refutation of the whole of Vedic metaphysics, which postulates 

that fire underlies, conditions, and manifests itself in the cosmogony. 

Joanna Jurewicz 



ABBREVIATIONS 

AB Aitareya Upanisad 

BU Brhadaranyaka Upanisad 

CU Chandogya Upanisad 

D Digha Nikaya 

KU Katha Upanisad 

MaU Mandikya Upanisad 

RV Rgveda 

S Samyutta Nikaya 

SB Satapatha Brahmana 

TU Taittirtya Upanisad 
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